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Hotel Wentworth

It is an absolute fact that there can never be a surplus of first-class family

hotels, for the very simple reason that there are so extremely few which

come up to the standard. Anyone who attempts to conduct such a hotel us-

ually falls into one or two extremes. It either becomes too exclusive, and the

rates so high as to become prohibitive to the really desirable class of people

of limited means, or there is too little care taken in the selection of the

guests. This reproach cannot apply to the Hotel Wentworth, for it is essen-

tially a family hotel. Its patrons are of the most desirable. It has all the

conveniences and none of the discomforts of the modern home, and its rates

are reasonable when the excellent accommodations and splendid table are

taken into consideration. It is situated in a pleasant part of the city, on a

lofty elevation, which commands a sp'endid view of miles and miles of the

most beautiful land and water scenery in America, the sewerage is conse-

quently excellent. The Wentworth is a new house, but has been recently re-

fitted from top to bottom, and its 125 rooms are provided with the most

excellent plumbing, and also with every convenience and modern accessar-

ies. The line of street cars which pass every few minutes, give transfers to

all parts of the city, north, south, east and west. The Wentworth has al-

ready become noted for its excellent table, the rule of its proprietor being to

provide all that is best of every thing. To the tourist who is only making a

limited visit to San Francisco, or to those who desire a genial and homelike

atmosphere we alike commend the Wentworth. Mrs. M. W. Newman, the

proprietor, has bad years of experience in hotel keepng. We would here

mention that she is the sole owner of the hotel, in addition to being its raana

ger, and she therefore pays the greatest attention and keeps all the rooms in

the most exquisite order. Those at home or abroad who wish to find a most

desirable place or residence will do well to call on or correspond with Mrs.

Newman, 617 Bush Street, San Francisco.


